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At School 

Thankfully the sun has been back      

out this week, bringing a host of       

learning opportunities for the    

children we are caring for in school.       

This week there has been bug-hotel      

building, weaving, cooking on the     

open fire, swamp-crossing   

challenges, creating tin-can people    

in the wild garden, yoga and      

cooking. This has all been     

interspersed with reading, writing    

and mathematics! 
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Mrs Robson deserves a ‘Good     

Learner’ certificate for persevering    

at home to complete the Rubik’s      

Cube! 

At Home 

Once again, we have been amazed      

by the stories of hope and positivity       

you have sent via email. Thank you       

again for the photos of distance      

learning tasks, alongside all of your      

family ideas and activities. I     

absolutely love compiling this    

newsletter every week; it reminds     

me just what a wonderful     

community we have at St. Ebbe’s      

and I remain as grateful as ever to        

be a part of it. This week I made a          

video of the photos which have      

come my way over these tricky few       

weeks which you will find on our       

YouTube channel here. As I say      

every week: keep them coming! 

https://youtu.be/7ipfimTeRbc
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A message of thanks from Tony for 

the refuse collectors  

Distance Learning  

May I say how incredibly proud I       

am of our teachers for the videos       

they have created for the children      

this week. These can be found via       

the links sent in class emails. I hope        

the children have enjoyed watching     

them; please thank them for     

watching mine!  

I am also very pleased to see how        

children in KS2 are engaging with      

Google Classrooms, which our    

teachers are now experimenting    

with. There have been some lovely      

interactions between the children! 

If you haven’t yet set up your child’s        

Google Classroom account, you will     

find log in details and an      

explanatory document in your    

emails from your child’s class     

teacher. Do contact them if you are       

having issues or email    

support@123ICT.co.uk who will be    

happy to help. 

I have also added a copy of First        

News, the excellent children’s    

newspaper, to our Distance    

Learning Page on the school     

website. 

Virtual Big Dance! 

At the end of my story and message        

to the children, I said that there       

might be a surprise for them soon. I        

am very excited to announce that      

we are intending to facilitate a      

whole school Virtual Big May     

Dance!  

I have found a lovely song: ‘Unity’       

by The Solomon Brothers to which I       

mailto:support@123ICT.co.uk
https://st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/First-News-8.5.20.pdf
https://st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/First-News-8.5.20.pdf
https://youtu.be/1NoFslqcd7g
https://youtu.be/1NoFslqcd7g
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will be choreographing a dance     

routine this weekend (I have     

permission from the band to share      

and broadcast this).  

Do share the video with the      

children and note the words. For ,e,       

they sum up all that we aim to        

encourage in children at St. Ebbe’s.      

The message is one of hope and       

unity which couldn’t be more     

relevant now as well as when we are        

together again. The aim is to send       

out YouTube videos of the routine      

next week so that your children      

(and of course parents and carers      

too) can learn the dance at home.       

All being well, I will then invite       

everyone to a big Zoom Meeting at       

2pm on Friday 22nd May in the       

hope that we can all dance together!       

That’s the plan anyway… 

The video comes from a non-profit      

organisation, Life Vest Inside,    

whose films we have used to discuss       

kindness in assemblies. Children    

will be familiar with the ‘kindness      

boomerang’ - that one act of      

kindness will lead to another. I love       

these words from Life Vest Inside. 

“In the stormy seas of life,      

KINDNESS, like a life vest, keeps      

the world afloat. Our “life vest” is       

“inside” each and every one of us –        

we simply need to recognize our      

potential and realize that we     

MATTER, therefore our choices    

MATTER. So… choose kindness!” 

Please put 2pm on 22nd May      

in your diaries and let’s see      

how many of us we can get       

dancing at once! 

Re-opening News 

Like all schools we are awaiting the       

broadcast on Sunday which may     

well lay out plans for re-opening. I       

am participating in an online     

discussion with other Headteachers    

and the local authority on Tuesday      

next week around how we might      

safely go about this and will keep       

you posted. 

Dates 20-21 

For those of you needing to      

postpone holidays, we have now     

published our term dates on the      

school website. Thank you to the      

parent who prompted this.  

 

Support 

Remember that our teachers are on      

the end of email if you need support        

or advice and Clare Whyles and I       

can be contacted at 

leader.team@st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk 

VE Day 

As VE is marked across the country       

today, we are reminded poignantly     

of the messages of hope and peace       

which this day brought 75 years      

ago. This message from Dame Vera      

Lynn said it all for me: 

“I hope that VE Day will remind us        

all that hope remains even in the       

most difficult of times and that      

simple acts of bravery and sacrifice      

still define our nation as the NHS       

works so hard to care for us. Most        

of all, I hope today serves as a        

reminder that however hard things     

get, we will meet again.” 

Take care all of you. 

Tina Farr and the St. Ebbe’s      

Team 

Spanish Lessons with Miss    

Conde 

 

 

https://st-ebbes.oxon.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/2020-2021-Term-Dates-Calendar.pdf

